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For the first year, as part of the Textile Fair, Braintree District Museum offered free entry to 

the successful and inspiring exhibition, The Student Textile Challenge, by CAMAC Design. 

On show were the selected student’s entries for the CAMAC Textile Challenge, showing the 

creative interpretation of designs from the Warner Textile Archive. 

Rachel Parker, a previous winner, demonstrated throughout the day, and showed visitors 

why her creative needlework and digital prints are so innovative and have been reproduced 

by Liberty's of London. 

 

For further information and images, please contact Kate Wigley at kate.wigley@braintree.gov.uk   

 01376 557741    www.warnertextilearchive.co.uk 

 

The Warner Textile Archive held their third annual Textile Fair, over two venues, at the                              

Warner Textile Archive and Braintree District Museum. 

The event was hugely successful with over 500 visitors travelling from as far as Wiltshire, Brighton, Norfolk,         

Oxford and Wales . There was also the opportunity to hear free talks including smocking, historical quilts, indigo 

dyeing and demonstrations on beading, spinning and knitting. With Behind the Scenes Archive Store Tours,          

visitors were able to see fabrics and paper designs from the Collection, themed on patchwork and quilting. The 

many stall holders included the well-known textile dealer John Gillow, African textile specialist, Magie Relph, the   

exquisite hand-beader, Sharp Tomato, Vanners silks and rare breed wools from Natural Yarns. All enjoyed the     

pop-up Vintage Tearoom, with homemade cakes and freshly made sandwiches. 

 

We were also pleased to welcome the Chairman of the Trust, Cllr John Mckee, who  spent   

time talking to  the stall holders and  was fascinated to discover  the  details of  traditional    

Chinese ‘Thread Books’ with stall holder, Martin  Conlan, from Slow Loris. 

John McKee was quoted as saying, ‘The Textile Fair had a wonderful variety of quality 

stalls, demonstrations, tours, talks and exhibitions that complements the exceptional 

designs within the Archive.’ 


